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WHO WE
ARE
GetSomeWine is a professional
customizable 2 to 8 musician band
specialized in music for festivals, weddings and
corporate events.
Because we love what we do, we are very eager
on creating your perfect musical setting! We
pride ourselves on flawless performances and
excel at many styles.
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WHAT WE
OFFER
Weddings
You can tailor GetSomeWine to your own style,
budget and musical tastes. The ceremony and
reception is where we shine, in bringing many
styles for all ages.
Corporate
We bring you high-standard entertainment
services in the style and atmosphere to suit
your event. We offer personalized service
throughout the booking process and are very
flexible.
Festivals & Events
Exceptional is our own flexible 8 musician
band, which can also play latin music at a very
high level. Are you more into Motown, no
problem! With great care and preparation we
change our playlist and make it suitable to
your event.
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BENEFITS OF WORKING
WITH US
Easy communication and affordable prices.
Performance and client services of the highest quality. The atmosphere we will bring to
your event is unrivaled!
Last minute event? No Problem. We're often available even at short notice.
We can provide all production aspects for the event (professional sound system,
microphones, cables, recorded music, playlists, DJ-services, etc.)
Considerate with volume and able to comply with venue sound regulations or client
preferences.
Hear all your favorite songs! Our music can be tailored to client preferences.
Stellar musicianship and incredible energy! Work with professional artists with a wealth
of industry experience.
WE NEVER CANCEL.
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SERVICES
DUO
Intimate, acoustic feel
Perfect for your ceremony inside the church or outside
in your garden
Cocktail Hour
Walking Diners

TRIO
Still intimate, acoustic feel but with more
opportunities to jive ;-)
Perfect for ceremonies, living and/or garden
concerts
Cocktail Hours
Walking Diners

QUARTET
Do you want to get your party started or keep
networking, it’s up to you!
If you want to get closer to the band and dance, you
can!
Perfect for weddings and corporate events, to get
some energy going before the party gets heated by
your DJ.
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QUINTET
Let's dance!
Perfect for weddings
and all types of events.

FULL BAND
Impress your guests with
this full-on band with horn
section and percussion!
Soul, funk, pop, rock, latin,
salsa? You can have it all!
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DISCOVER OUR SPOTIFY PLAYLISTS
1. Go to Spotify on your smartphone.
2. Tap the camera icon in the upper-right corner of your screen. This will prompt Spotify to open your
camera. If you have never used the feature before, you will likely have to give Spotify permission to
do so.
3. Point your camera at the Spotify Code below. Your phone should decipher the Spotify Code rather
quickly, and the corresponding item on Spotify will load automatically.
4. Have fun scrolling through our playlists!

SHOULD YOU NEED
FURTHER
INFORMATION,
PLEASE FEEL FREE
TO CONTACT US.
OLJANA WEYLER
+32496 73 49 71
OLJANAW@GMAIL.COM
TORFHOEKEN 27, 2970 SCHILDE, BELGIUM

